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items. It's a great place to browse if you're looking for that elusive parts for old RM dirt bikes or
late model SP bikes. Sometimes you can stumble on old magazines or Suzuki literature as well.
They have added some useful features to the system including free local classifieds if you need
to sell, and an email notification system which contacts you when a certain part becomes
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m order. You may be able to save on shipping by anticipating a future wearable part and
including it in a present order. Then there is a choice of OEM versus the aftermarket products.
OEM is essentially the recommended replacement part originally designed for your SP
Manufacturers will always recommend OEM replacement parts. However, there are instances
where the aftermarket products have actually improved on original engineering. Word of mouth
and past experience of other off-roaders with a certain aftermarket brand are two key factors in
choosing the originals or the aftermarkets. Most consumers will make their purchasing decision
based on availability first, followed by overall price including shipping charges, and sales tax
where it is required. We have listed a few of the more popular part suppliers here. They are not
listed in any particular order, and they all pretty much offer a combination of genuine Suzuki

parts along with aftermarket products. Forum Classifieds Parts Photos.

